
he book of Joshua recounts how a

new generation, after reaching the

west bank of the Jordan, set up twelve

stones at Gilgal (Joshua 4:20-21) to pro-

voke future generations to ask, “What do

these stones mean?” The Watchword in

World Missions consultation, likewise,

was an act of stone-piling for future gen-

erations. 

Under the auspices of the Christian

Futures Network, some 16 leaders gath-

ered in Colorado Springs on March 15-16,

1999 to mark the 20th anniversary of “A

Church for Every People by the Year

2000.” Our consultation theme was taken

from the call of Jeremiah as a prophet to

the nations, where the Lord said, “I am

watching to see that my word is fulfilled”

(Jeremiah 1:12). We looked at seven top-

ics during our time together. 

Reflecting on
the Watchword

During the consultation, we reflected

on the past 20 years and what the Watch-

word had brought forth. We affirmed that

“A Church for Every People by the Year

2000" was a call to a new generation. In

1979 it focused the call to “frontier mis-

sions,” which Dr. Ralph Winter had seen

and began to promote in the 1974 Lau-

sanne Congress. During the consultation,

Winter observed that the watchword

brought a paradigm shift, toward reaching

peoples, rather than just countries; toward

forming churches, rather than just win-

ning souls. We rejoiced in the fact that the

Watchword gave birth to the Perspectives

Study Program and the Caleb Project

which exposed thousands of people to the

power of unreached peoples thinking and

shaped the life calling of hundreds of mis-

sionaries. In the late ‘80s, the second half

of the watchword, “by the year 2000"

gave birth to an AD2000 vision. As we

entered the ‘90s, national evangelism

strategies, confessional decades of evan-

gelism, and mission and intercession strat-

egies were all empowered toward the 10/

40 window by the millennial milestone. 

The Crisis of 1900 
and Today

We looked back at previous calls and

watchwords to world mission related to

the previous century’s ends. We reflected

on how the 1886 watchword,”The Evan-

gelization of the World in this Genera-

tion,” was first seen as a century-end call

to finish world evangelization by the year

1900. When that campaign lost steam,

YMCA leader, John Mott, kept the sense

of urgency alive after 1900 and convened

the Edinburgh World Missionary Confer-

ence in 1910. 

After World War I, the Student Vol-

unteer Movement’s watchword was recast

into an open-ended call for each genera-

tion to be responsible to evangelize its

own generation. In 1939 Mott lamented

that the priority list of fields drafted at

Edinburgh 29 years earlier were still

unoccupied, only their populations had

increased. We were informed that the
1900s started with 15 percent of the mis-

sionary force working among the least

evangelized. This number peaked shortly

after 1910, then began to decline. By the

mid-'70s, less than one percent labored

among the truly unreached. By the ‘90s,

that had climbed to 2.5% of the total mis-

sionary force. 

There have been more than enough

missionaries to establish “A Church for
Every People” at any point during the

20th century, yet equitable field selection

strategies had not been put into practice

by mission agencies even though the total

number of missionaries worldwide had

increased seven fold since 1900. On this

basis, we affirmed that the “crisis of mis-

sions” is still with us in the year 2000. We

conclude the 20th century with some

4,000 ethno-linguistic peoples (about
10,000 people groups called unimax peo-

ples) still unreached. These peoples com-

prise some 1.6 billion unevangelized indi-

viduals. 

Forecasting the Future

As a consultation, we then turned our

attention to possible scenarios of world

evangelization in the 21st century. A

model of futures forecasting was pre-

sented, in which one first looked at the

probable future, then contrasted this with

a preferred future in order to ask what

change could be introduced now to arrive

at an alternative future, more in line with

the ideal.
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On this basis, we can be open to

future horizons, whether the near-term or

long-term future. We can believe God for

the emergence of a worldwide church, not

just a European church. We can have faith

for a Pacific century, and an Indic millen-

nium. We embrace the transforming call

of Leslie Newbigin: “For the church to

call for a new kind of society, she must

herself be a new kind of society.” We con-

sidered how frontier missions could be

seen as a call to world civilization (see

Ephesians 2:21), rather than just a stage

toward world evangelization. 

Prayers for a New Day

Dick Eastman, of Every Home for

Christ, brought the morning message,

challenging us to weave the “cords of clo-

sure” through prayer. He noted that lead-

ers from the last century felt their effort

suffered from two neglects, lack of coop-

eration and lack of prayer.

Eastman pointed us to “God’s epi-

logue on the history of humanity,” found

in Revelation 11:15, where loud voices in

heaven proclaimed, “The kingdoms of

this world have become the kingdoms of

our Lord and of his Christ, and he will

reign for ever and ever.” What caused

this? Eastman found the answer in Reve-

lation 8:1. “When he opened the seventh

seal, there was silence in heaven for about

half an hour.” In quoting Walter Wink, he

read, “Heaven itself falls silent, the hea-

venly hosts and celestial spheres suspend

their singing, so that the prayers of the

saints on earth can be heard. The seven

angels of destiny cannot blow the signal

of the next times to be, until an eighth

angel gathers these prayers and mingles

them with incense upon the altar. Silently

they rise to the nostrils of God. 

“Human beings have intervened in

the heavenly liturgy. The uninterrupted

flow of consequences is damned for a

moment. New alternatives become feasi-

ble. The unexpected becomes suddenly

possible because God’s people on earth

have invoked heaven, the home of the

possibles and have become heard. What

happens next happens because people

prayed.”

Eastman claimed the message is

clear: history belongs to the intercessor!

We affirmed together that prayer is the

key to removing every obstacle that

stands in the way of world evangelization.

Gathering in the 
Harvest Beyond 2000 

We inquired how a new agenda in

world missions for the new century might

be built. We felt that this agenda should

affirm the whole of Christian mission to

the whole world. We affirm both the mis-

sion of forming new communities of faith,

and calling them to use the sciences and

humanities to restrain natural and human

evil. The gospel, therefore, is that call into

the community of New Creation which

makes all things new in Christ. It brings

healing to persons and whole peoples and

redeems all cultures, all sciences and all

ways of life. 

As we enter the third millennium, we

asked how world Christian leaders could

engage in an international conversation to

create a “Global Action Plan” for mission

which might embrace this wholistic mis-

sion, help mission agencies focus on glo-

bal priorities, increase cooperation, refine

tactics, decrease duplication, and monitor

agreed upon standards. 

The Watchword for
the 21st Century

Finally we looked at whether the

watchword of “A Church for Every Peo-

I (Todd Johnson) presented one pos-

sible scenario of change where missionary

deployment toward the unreached would

triple over the next twenty-five years,

largely through third world missions. Fac-

toring these variables in, this scenario for

the year 2025 would still leave 2,500

ethno-linguistic groups, or a population of

1.6 billion individuals without the gospel. 

In response to this scenario, some felt

it was axiomatic that the church was at the

end of the age, with world evangelization

and the return of Christ imminent. Others

questioned this assumption, and felt that

on the eve of the year 2000, we ought to

strive for a new accountability and

authenticity, both before God and the

church, as to the role of human responsi-

bility in world mission. Rather than fall

back on apocalyptic assumptions, we

were encouraged to press forward into

“future fluency.” 

The Church for the 
Third Millennium

Seeking to give context to the millen-

nial ferment of 2000, I (Jay Gary) chal-

lenged the members at the consultation to

think biblically about the church of the

third millennium. I asked, “What does it

mean to be a Christian at the outset of the

21st Century? How can we think wholisti-

cally, contextually and globally in our

engagement with the world, rather than

embrace reductionistic and managerial

missiology?” We acknowledged that the

church is approaching the end of the mod-

ern age, and not necessarily of the end of

the world. What epoch will follow, is still

uncertain, whether a global age, an infor-

mation age or a space age. Whatever

world history brings, we affirmed it will

not replace, nor transcend the eternal aeon

which Christ brought forth through the

New Covenant. A missiology of the

future needs to acknowledge our post-

modern situation, and continually call

humanity to enter that New Order in space

and time. 

Whatever world
history brings, it
well not transcend
the eternal aeon

which Christ
brought forth. 
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2. How did the watchword, “A

Church for Every People by the Year

2000" improvise and improve the call to

mission in comparison to previous evan-

gelical watchwords? 

3. How did the AD 2000 vision in the

‘90s seek to reshape the missions para-

digm in light of cultural changes?

4. In what spheres of influence did

the watchword “A Church for Every Peo-

ple by the Year 2000" have the greatest

impact? 

5. Is the missionary deployment “cri-

sis of 1900" the same for us today? Have

we arrived at 2000 only now to face “a

scandal of broken promises”? 

6. What criteria should the 21st cen-

tury church use to gauge the impact of the

AD 2000 movement? 

7. In what ways have we failed as

world mission leaders in giving leadership

to this century-end campaign? What deci-

sions that limited the institutional impact

were made along the way and allowed

missions to continue as usual? 

8. Before rushing out to set up a new

fulfillment horizon for world missions,

how should we be accountable to each

other? 

9. To what degree in the 1990s was

world missions enhanced or hindered by

popular fixations on endism, zionism,

conspiracism? What is the proper relation-

ship between evangelization and eschatol-

ogy?

10. What truth, if any, do you find in

this statement: “While the evangelical

church has experienced significant growth

A future governing
metaphor in

world mission...
should be a

transformative call
to the whole

church.

in this century, its mission strategies have

been influenced by too much reductionist

thinking and a managerial approach to

ministry”? 

11. In what way does the Watchword

speak to evangelization? How does it

speak to civilization building? Starting

from “A Church for Every People,” how

can we sharpen our biblical call to per-

sonal, social, national or global transfor-

mation? 

12. Can one generation’s call to mis-

sion serve a successor generation? Or

must that call be reframed in fresh new

ways, to call a new generation forth, while

being faithful to priority work in frontier

missions? 

13. How can we create a transform-

ing Watchword for a new century, beyond

the confines of sectarian church growth,

culture wars or colonial ideology? Do we

need a different Watchword to effectively

do this? 

14. How does “future fluency” help

us as Great Commission Christians to

forecast and plan for world mission in

contextual ways? 

15. Measured from the perspective of

decades, what probable future is frontier

missions facing in 2025, 2050, 2100, or

beyond? 

16. What factors, if introduced as

planned change within churches and mis-

sions over the next 10 years, would bring

closure of the missionary task at least

within generational range? 

17. As a governing metaphor in mis-

sions, what constellation of ideas or inno-

vations should a new Watchword carry in

a new century? 

18. Is there a need for a new agenda

for world missions in the 21st century?

How does this relate to WEF’s desire to

look “biblically, wholistically, contextu-

ally and globally into the next century and

next millennium”? 

19. What role might a Global Action

Plan have, if any, in the creation of a new

agenda for world missions? 

20. Should the Watchword of the

early 21st century have a time-target? If

ple” ought to be reframed for a new gen-

eration. Beyond sloganeering, we consid-

ered how a future “governing metaphor”

in world mission might reflect a cluster of

values most needed for a global age. We

felt that if a watchword was to emerge, it

should be a transformative call to the

whole church. Brad Sargent of Golden

Gate Baptist Seminary helped us consider

how both narrative theology and system-

atic theology could contribute to a new

call in the new century. He also suggested

that a new watchword, if it was to emerge,

could suggest both qualitative and quanti-

tative growth. 

On the question of whether any

future watchword in world missions

should establish a time target, a range of

opinions prevailed. Some mentioned the

value that a time horizon provides. Others

preferred a more open-ended generational

sense of mission. 

We concluded by giving thanks, for

having been able to gather on the 20th

anniversary of the Watchword. We look

to continue this conversation with the

church from now through 2001. Already a

Watchword Consultation on the East

Coast of the U.S. is being planned for July

28th. We welcome other invitations from

other countries to continue this global

conversation. 

To email us, write:

<christianfutures@wnrf.org>. To read

articles and forthcoming developments

coming out of The Watchword in World

Mission Consultation, please check the

Christian Future Network’s site at: 

<http://www.wnrf.org/

networkswatchword.htm >. 

Consultation Questions
We want to share 23 consultation

questions we considered, which we

encourage others to address also.

1. Since 1975, what contribution has

the unreached peoples concept made to

world missions? What other concepts

focused our understanding of the Unfin-

ished Task? 



so, what time horizon should a new Watch-

word look toward? A twenty year horizon?

a bi-millennial year horizon, such as 2033?

or beyond? 

21. How should a new Watchword for

the year 2020 or 2033 be introduced? What

institutional stakeholders should be

involved in its development to insure that it

becomes an authentic call to a global

church? 

22. If another generation established a

time horizon in world missions, and they,

like us, found it became a stepping stone

rather than a milestone for closure, at what

point should they allow the “beyond” hori-

zon to come into view? 

23. How will you remember the 20th

anniversary consultation of the Watch-

word? What insights have you gained from
this consultation and its report which you

would like to put into practice? 

Jay Gary is author of The Star of
2000 and was the consultation
director of the historic GCOWE
2000 meeting in 1989. Jay can
be reached by his email address  
at <jgary@wnrf.org>

Dr. Todd Johnson is the co-
editor of the World Christian
Encyclopedia II. Todd serves as
co-chair of the Christian Futures
Network, an association which 
exists to empower Christian
leaders in “futures fluency” and
bring focus to professional future
studies. Todd can be reached by 
email. His email address is:
<toddmjohnson@wnrf.org>
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require substantial progress in opening

up international executive roles to non-

Westerners, welcoming more variety in

leadership styles; becoming less task-

oriented and more people-focused, etc.

All of this will require a new way of see-

ing and then a new way of doing mis-

sions as we enter the third millennium.

Eric Watt’s “The Straight Line”

reflects the need of a new paradigm shift

in world missions consisting of a direct-

open straight line between the local

church(es) and the missionary(ies) on the

field. The results will be shocking. When

this happens, and it is already launched,

missionaries no longer need a corporate

headquarters to direct their mission

efforts. Rather they have “the straight

line” direct to their church(es). With this

paradigm missionaries need facilitators

to help maintain the vital connections as

well as draw up new ones. If this is of

the Lord, and becomes widely operative

in the 21st century, missions will never

be the same again. 

This Special Edition ends with an

article co-authored by Jay Gary and

Todd Johnson. It evaluates the watchword

of frontier missions that over the last 20

years sounded a clear trumpet call with its

purpose and goal: “a Church for Every

People by the Year 2000.” With the new

millennium upon us, what should our

watchword be now? The authors’ desire is

that whatever it turns out to be, it would

consist of a transformative call to the

whole Church.

In closing, I would like to state that it

is not likely that we can, nor very soon

will, finish global evangelization, unless

new and better paradigms, including a

more biblical oriented worldview are

deeply embedded in our hearts and minds.

This as the apostle said will make us com-

plete and thoroughly equipped for every

good work (2 Tim. 3:16, 17). So may it

be!
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World View Video Library

This video library (WVVL) includes nine captivating and challenging mission videos plus
four complete curricula (for 7 or 14 week formats). WVVL  is equal to none. It presents
full-length feature films and on-sight documentaries that will inspire one and all. A step
by step leader’s manual is included which can be used from Sunday School Classes to
Youth Group Meetings. Its impact? It’s equal to a short-term missions trip. You will see
for yourself the impact this mission video program has made on two churches that have
used it. WVVL includes:

The Wait of the World; Guess Who’s Coming to America; Bamboo in Winter;
Beyond the Next Mountain; Ee Taow and Ee Taow: The Next Chapter;

The Final Frontiers; Doing Your Bit; and Global Countdown: India

Money back guarantee if returned within 30 days. 
Intro Video: $5.00; Full WVVL @199.00

Order from William Carey Library at 1-800-MISSION


